Abstract-This paper proposes a new parallel evolutionary algorithm called parallel quantum-inspired genetic algorithm (PQGA). Quantum-inspired genetic algorithm(QGA) is based on the concept and principles of quantum computing such as qubits and superposition of states. Instead of binary, numeric, or symbolic representation, by adopting qubit chromosome as a representation, QGA can represent a linear superposition of solutions due to its probabilistic representation. QGA is suitable for parallel structure because of rapid convergence and good global search capability. That is, QGA is able to possess the two characteristics of exploration and exploitation, simultaneously. The effectiveness and the applicability of PQGA are demonstrated by experimental results on the knapsack problem, which is a well-known combinatorial optimization problem. The results show that PQGA is superior to QGA as well as other conventional genetic algorithms.
Introduction
Evolutionary algorithms(EAs) are principally stochastic searches and optimization methods based on the principles of natural biological evolution. Compared to the traditional optimization methods, such as calculus-based and enumerative stragegies, EAs are robust, global and can be generally applied without recourse to domain-specific heuristics. But the characteristics of population diversity and selective pressure are not easy to be implemented in EAs such as evolutionary programming(EP), evolution strategies(ES) and genetic aIgorithm(GA), simultaneously. As selective pressure is increased, the search focuses on the top individuals in the population, but because of this exploitation genetic diversity is lost. The reason is that the representations of EAs are defined using deterministic values.
The new evolutionary algorithm which uses stochastic representation was proposed in [I] . QGA are characterized by rapid convergence and global search capability, simultaneously. QGA is based on the concept and principles of quantum computing such as qubits and a linear superposition of states. One individual of QGA can represent many states at the same time, and there are weak relationships between individuals since each individual is determined by current best solution and its probability, that is, the history of individual, 0-7803-6657-3/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE 1422 up to date. Because of this reason, QGA is suitable for parallel structure. Recently, parallel evolutionary algorithms (PEAS) have been used to dove more difficult problems which need a bigger population. This results in higher computational cost. The basic motivation behind many early studies of PEAS was to reduce the processing time needed to reach an acceptable solution [ 2 ] . This was accomplished by implementing EAs on different parallel architecture. In addition, it was noted that in some cases the PEAS found better scllutions than comparably sized serial EAs. There are several approaches to parallelize the serial EAs [2, 3,4, 51. This paper offers a new parallet evolutionary algorithm called parallel quantum-inspired genetic algorithm (PQGA).
Especially, a coarse-grained parallel scheme was applied to PQGA. PQGA can reduce the computational time as compared with QGA. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and 3 describe the new evolutionary algorithm, QGA and the parallel quantum-inspired genetic algorithm, respectively. Section 4 contains a description of the experiment with GAS, QGAs and PQGAs for knapsack problems for comparison purpose. Section 5 summarizes and analyzes the experimenlal results. Concluding remarks follow in Section 6.
Quantum-inspired Genetic Algorithm (QGA)
QGA is based on the concepts of qlubits and superposition of states of quantum mechanics. The smallest unit of information stored in a two-state quantum computer is called a quantum bit or qubit [6] . A qubit may be in the '1 ' state, in the '0' state, or in any superposition of the two. The state of a qubit can be represented as
where a and , O are complex numbers that specify the probability amplitudes of the corresponding states.
gives the probability that the qubit will be found in '0' state and /PI2
gives the probability that the qubit will be found in the '1' state. Normalization of the state to unity guarantees (2) If there is a system of m-qubits, the system can contain in- The above result means that the probabilities to represent the are 2-2-2-1 3 L, and 3 , respectively. By consequence, the three-qubits system of (4) contains information of eight states.
Representation
Evolutionary computing with qubit representation has a better characteristic of diversity than classical approaches, since it can represent superposition of states. Only one qubit Chromosome such as (4) is enough to represent eight states, but in classical representation at least eight chromosomes, (Oo0), (Oo1)? ('lo), (O1l)? (loo), ('01), ('lo)* and (l'l) are needed. Convergence can be also obtained with the qubit qubit chromosome 'Onverges to a sing'e state and the propresentation is able to possess the two characteristics of exploration and exploitation, simultaneously.
QGA
The structure of QGA is described in the following. (101) [ sin (8) cos (8) ] u(e) = (7) where 8 is a rotation angle, will be used for knapsack problems in the next section. This step makes the qubit chromosomes converge to the fitter states. The best solution among P ( t ) is selected in the next step, and if the solution is fitter than the best stored solution, the stored solution is replaced by this best solution. The binary solutions P ( t ) are discarded at the end of the loop. In QGA, the population size, i.e., the number of qubit chromosomes is always kept constant. This is due to conservation of qubits based on quantum computing. QGA with the qubit representation can have better convergence with diversity than conventional GAS which have fixed 0 and 1 information.
procedure QGA begin
state (OOO), IOOl), lolo), loll), (loo),
Parallel Quantum-inspired Genetic Algorithm (PQGA)
To find more optimized solution in shorter computing time, parallelization of EAs is indispensable. The basic motivation behind many early studies of PEAS was to reduce the processing time needed to reach an acceptable solution. This was accomplished by implementing EAs on different parallel architectures. Using many processes shortens the computing time.
In the experiments reported in [3], Using n processers shortens the computation time by a factor whose value is limited to n. In the shifting balancing theory proposed by Sewall Wright [3], the evolution speed of small subpopulations with loose connection is faster than that of large population. In addition, it was noted that in some cases the PEAs found better solutions than comparably sized serial EAs, because the migration of individuals between subpopulations introduces the possibility of global search. The parallelization of EAs has been implemented in several ways, like globally PEAs, coarse-grained PEAs and finegrained PEAs. These are classification according to the connection topology of multi-processors [2, 3] . Also, the hybrid structure can be applied for parallelization [9] . The coarsegrained parallel scheme is considered here.
The important characteristics of coarse-grained algorithms are the use of few relatively large demes and the introduction of a migration operator. The whole population is divided into some number of populations, each subpopulation evolves independently, and the exchange of individuals, called migration, occurs after some generations. This scheme can be easily implemented and even if there is no parallel computer available, it is easy to simulate one with a network of workstation or even in a single processor machine. Utilizing migration and using some number of demes prevent converging to local optima. The performance of CGPEAs mostly depends on the migration rate, migratiion period and the selection of migrated individuals. The methods of migration scheme are random migration, improvement insertion, worst deletion, best migration and crossover migration.
One individual of QGA can represent many states at the same time, and there are weak relatioriships during individuals since each individual is determined by current best solution and its probability. Because of this characteristic, QGA is better than EAs such as EP, GA and ES for implementation of a parallel architecture. The best )migration scheme was considered for the method of migration in this paper.
Experiment
The knapsack problem, a kind of combinatorial optimization problem, is used to investigate the performance of PQGA. The knapsack problem can be described as selecting from among various items those items which are most profitable, given that the knapsack has limited capacity. The 0-1 knapsack problem is described as: given a set of m items and a knapsack, select a subset of the item: so as to maximize the profit f (x) :
1=1
where x = (21 . . . xm), xi is 0 or 1, pi is the profit of item i, w; is the weight of item i, and C is the capacity of the knapsack.
In this section, some conventional GA methods used in the 0-1 knapsack problem are described, and this is followed by the detailed algorithms of QGA and PQGA for the knapsack problem.
Conventional GA methods
Three types of conventional algorithms are described and tested: algorithms based on penalty functions, algorithms based on repair methods, and algorithm based on decoder UOI. 
where p is maxi=l ...,{p i / w ; } .
each string is determined as
In algorithms based on repair methods, the profit f(x) of m i=l where x' is a repaired vector of the original vector x. Original chromosomes are replaced with a 5% probability in the experiment. The two repair algorithms considered here differ only in selection procedure, which chooses an item for removal from the knapsack:
Rep1 (random repair): The selection procedure selects a random element from the knapsack. Rep2 (greedy repair): All items in the knapsack are sorted in the decreasing order of their profit to weight ratios. The selection procedure always chooses the last item for deletion. Decl (random decoding): The build procedure creates a list L of items such that the order of items on the list corresponds to the order of items in the input file which is random.
QGA for the knapsack problem
The algorithm of QGA for the knapsack problem is based on the structure of QGA proposed and it contains a repair algorithm. The algorithm can be written as follows: and it is used to find the best solution b after the update of q,, j = 1,2, . . . , n. A qubit chromosome q, is updated by using the rotation gate U ( 0 ) of (7) The update procedure can be implemented using various methods with appropriate quantum gates. It depends on a given problem.
PQGA for the knapsack problem
The structure of each processor was same as the procedure of QGA as mentioned previously. The coarse-grained parallel scheme and the best migration method were used in these experiments. In QGA, the best solution migrated from other processor cannot cause rapid convergence to possibly local optimum, since QGA has a probabilistic representation including the meaning of history of evolved individual. 
Results
In all experiments strongly correlated sets of unsorted data were considered:
Average knapsack capacity given by: was used. The population size considered for all the six conventional genetic algorithms (CGAs) was equal to 100. As in [lo] , probabilities of crossover and mutation were fixed as 0.05 and 0.01, respectively. The population size Qf QGAI was equal to 10, and the population size of QGA2 was equal to 48, this being the only difference between QGAl and QGA2. The number of processors of PQGAl and PQGA2 were equal to 4 and 16, and the subpopulation sizt:s in each processor of PQGAl and PQGA2 were equal to 12 and 3, respectively. The migration period of PQGAl is 200 generations. In PQGA2, there are 4 sub-groups in the overall structure, and each sub-group includes 4 processors. There are 3 subpopulations in each processor. The migration between the processors occurs every 200 generations, and the 1426 # of items 100 250 500 migration between the sub-groups takes place every 500 generations. As a performance measure of the algorithm we collected the best solution found within 1000 generations over 30 runs, and we checked the elapsed time per one run. A Pentium-III800MHz was used, running Visual C++ 6.0. Table 2 shows the experimental results of the knapsack problems with 100, 250, and 500 items. In the case of 100 items, PQGA yielded superior results as compared to all the other CGAs and QGAs. The CGA designed by using a linear penalty function and random repair algorithm outperformed all other CGAs, but is behind QGAs as well as PQGAs in performance. The results show that PQGAs and QGAs perform well in spite of small size of population. Judging from the results, PQGAs and QGAs can search solutions near the optimum within a short time as compared to CGAs, and although the total population number of PQGAs is equal to that of QGA2 (population size 48), PQCAs outperformed QGA2 in best solution and computation time. In the cases of 250 and 500 items, the experimental results again demonstrate the superiority of PQGAs. Figure 3 shows the progress of the mean of best profits and the mean of average profits of population found by PQGAI, PQGA2, QCAI, QGA2 and CGA over 30 runs for 100,250, and 500 items. PQGAs performs better than QGAs and CGAs in terms of convergence rate and final results. Initially, QCA2 including 48 populations shows the fastest convergence rate. PQGAs shows a slower convergence rate than QGAs due to its small population number in one processor. But in 200 generations, PQGAs outpace QGA2. It is caused by the best migration between processors. Especillay, in the cases of 250 items and 500 items, PQGA2 outperforms PQGAI in best solution. The reason is that the structure of PQGA2 can increase the population diversity. PQGAs' final results are better than QGA's and CGA's in 1000 generations.
The tendency of convergence rate can be shown clearly in the results of the mean of average profits of population. figure 3 shows excellent global search ability and superiority of convergence ability of PQGA.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a new parallel evolutionary algorithm, PQGA with a quantum representation and a coarse-grained parallel scheme. Since QGA is based on the principles of quantum computing such as concepts of qubits and superposition of states, it can represent a linear superposition of states, and there is no need to include many individuals. QCA has excellent ability of global search due to its diversity caused by the probabilistic representation, and it can approach better solutions than CGA's in a short time. These characteristics of QGA are suitable for parallel structure. Also, the migration in PQGA can improve the capability of exploitation and exploration. The knapsack problem, a kind of combinatorial optimization problem, is used to discuss the performance of PQGA. It was shown that PQGA's convergence and global search ability are superior to QGA's and CGA's. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and the applicability of PQGA.
